A Global Payments Company

CAMPUS BUSINESS ISN’T JUST ABOUT THE NUMBERS. It’s about improving experiences that turn students and parents into advocates. That commitment to building relationships is a core part of everything we do at TouchNet. Which is why we make it our mission to ensure students and parents feel confident in the security of their data.

THE COMPLETE APPROACH TO CAMPUS COMMERCE.

THE BUSINESS OF HIGHER EDUCATION IS A CONSTANTLY SHIFTING PARADIGM. From balancing budgets to boosting enrollment, there’s no shortage of projects at hand. And while the demands of students and constituents continue to grow larger, resources have only gotten smaller.

That’s why it’s important to have a true, comprehensive solution for your university’s business needs. Featuring the deepest level of integration available, TouchNet unifies the entire campus enterprise onto one robust platform. From commerce and credentials, to transactions and disbursements, TouchNet brings cohesion, simplicity and reliability to every touch point across campus. That means more operational efficiencies and, ultimately, more time to focus on what matters most.

To design software that’s easy to use. And, to equip everyone with the tools and services needed to make campus life rewarding. Because the connections you make today can build loyalty that lasts a lifetime.

CONNECTING WHAT MATTERS.
U.COMMERCE: A BETTER EXPERIENCE.

U.COMMERCE IS THE ENGINE THAT DRIVES CAMPUS COMMERCE. A comprehensive group of software and systems, U.Commerce features powerful technology designed specifically for the way Higher Education does business. And with a fresh, intuitively designed interface, U.Commerce delivers an enhanced user experience, helping to improve both student and constituent relationships.

TouchNet U.Commerce is complete:

INTEGRATION
U.Commerce brings disparate systems together, delivering real-time information and unifying campuswide transactions into a single platform.

TRANSPARENCY
End-to-end visibility of campuswide transactions provides true cost insight, data analysis and streamlined reconciliation.

SECURITY
Multilayer security protects sensitive campus information and assets as well as student data, providing greater confidence for all.

“We’ve seen significant benefits. Prior to U.Commerce and taking it across campus, we did not have a clear picture of transactions from various departments. Streamlining and standardizing our cash handling practices around campus has really helped.”

BETH MCCLAIN
ILLINOIS CENTRAL COLLEGE
UNMATCHED INTEGRATION BRINGS EVERYTHING TOGETHER.

THAT’S WHY TOUCHNET STANDS ALONE. U.Commerce is the ultimate example of what’s been in our DNA since day one: Integration. We know it better than anyone, and it’s why U.Commerce delivers edge-to-edge campus commerce solutions in the most streamlined way possible. U.Commerce works by unifying disparate systems onto a cohesive platform, reducing complexities and maximizing performance. Just some of the solutions U.Commerce includes are:

Payment Center
Designed specifically for colleges and universities, Payment Center is an enterprise-grade, turnkey solution that drives operational efficiencies with commerce automation. Easy to use for students, parents and staff, Payment Center integrates with campus student and finance systems to bring users real-time information – all while reducing your institution’s PCI footprint and meeting the latest compliance regulations.

- Powerful Payment Gateway provides secure, scalable payment engine
- Central management dashboard makes Payment Center easy to use
- Student Account Center gives students and parents a host of self-service options

OneCard VIP™
A multifunction, vertically integrated platform, OneCard VIP gives students a single point of access to everything student life has to offer, including:

- Dining hall purchases with flexible meal plans
- Library and bookstore checkouts
- Parking and building access ID validation
- Print and copy management

And with cloud-based hosting, the OneCard platform can be accessed from anywhere. With OneCard, the entire campus system is unified onto one convenient solution, giving students the access they need and the cashless experience they want.

Transaction Services
Reconciliation of payments from multiple sources around campus can be complex and difficult to manage. Fortunately, our transaction services unify data from three key points, helping to simplify payment processing, administration and reporting — all from one easy-to-use commerce platform.

- Manage all payment types from both online and POS transactions
- Eliminates processor statements and jargon for total clarity on transaction costs
- Designed to maximize efficiency and accuracy, saving time and hassles
Marketplace
Marketplace offers a broad range of fully customizable eCommerce and POS payment tools for campus organizations and merchant services. And with online storefronts, registration sites, secure payment pages and more, you can be sure that with Marketplace, you have everything needed to make your campus commerce enterprise a success.

- Offers easy online shopping, event registration and even donations
- Centralizes campuswide payments into one, PA-DSS compliant system
- Provides unparalleled capabilities that fully scale to your institution’s needs

Cashiering
Cashiering delivers a comprehensive environment for receiving receivable and non-receivable payments. And with deep integration all across campus, everyone from students to merchants, to the staff in the business office can experience the dynamic tools and productivity-enhancing support of Cashiering.

- Integrates with ERP systems to provide real-time information
- Automates the process of recording and closing transactions
- Features custom reporting and inventory management for POS merchants

Bill+Payment
A comprehensive payment portal, Bill+Payment streamlines business office operations with automated statements, payments and more, helping to improve efficiency and create more time for personal assistance with students and parents.

- Offers the convenience of electronic bills, deposits and student refunds with options for direct deposit, debit card or check
- Eliminates hassle of routine billing and collections for sponsored students
- Allows you to create and manage custom installment plans and third-party payers quickly and easily

“I had three goals: Maintain our PCI compliance, have a secure payment method for all of our students and implement user-friendly systems. TouchNet gives us all this and more. U.Commerce works for all of our constituents, with ease of reporting and reconciliation.”

DEBBIE WERT
PURDUE UNIVERSITY
As part of the Global Payments family of technology-driven companies, we’re able to help universities connectwhat matters. A member of the S&P 500 with customers in 30 countries and more than 10,000 employees worldwide, Global Payments supplies TouchNet with world-class transaction services, as well as the support, resources and stability of an industry leader.

For our clients and partners, it means we’re able to offer an increased focus on innovation, a broader range of products and an even higher level of expertise to meet your needs both today and for years to come.

In technology if you’re not staying one step ahead you’re falling behind. And while some companies like to make claims about their technology, we’re making investments, stocking our pipeline with innovations to make university business run even better, easier and smarter.

For more than 20 years, our commitment to moving campus commerce forward has kept us at the forefront of the industry. And now more than ever, we’re bringing tomorrow’s advancements in technology and service to today’s students and staff. With TouchNet, you can be sure that the possibilities of the future have never been closer.

Our connection helps you make yours.